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respirator should have time, therefore, to give the alarm. If punic can
be prevented among a civilian population, few canailles should be
expected from this type of gas.
On the other hand, when persistent gas is used, ihe object is not Ptwtmt
necessarily to aim at obtaining the maximum concentration but. rather, WjV*
to spray the substance on a Hung target or to scatter it in adequate
amount over as large an area as possible, so that in virtue of its per-
sistence it will give off its toxic \apours o\er a prolonged period of time
and produce a harassing effect. With non-persistent gases the phj Bio-
logical effect is immediately harmful, but in the case of mustard gas,
excluding direct contact of the body with the liquid, contact with a
detectable concentration of the vapour must be maintained for a period
of time before an injury will result.
It is important to realize the enormous amount of gas which must be Limitations
liberated in the open to obtain a concentration that will produce in- °s ?W/J
jurious effects. This in itself is obviously a great limiting factor. All gases
in use at present can be detected by the senses, and few can be liberated
in sufficient concentration to exert a lethal effect. Those which can be so
used must be liberated in a very high concentration. E\en if this high
initial concentration is obtained, it is very difficult to maintain, as the
meteorological factors already mentioned exert an important influence.
If the element of surprise can be overcome, non-persistent gas is unlikely
to produce casualties among those who have been trained in anti-gas Anti-gas
measures. The defensive schemes advocated by the Air Raid Precautions meas:ires
Department of the Home Office, together with an efficient respirator,
should materially minimize the possible effects of gas attacks. A more
difficult problem concerns the protection which can be afforded to infants
and infirm people. This aspect of the question is under investigation.
Protection against the highly persistent mustard gas is a more compli- Mustard gas
cated problem. The difficulty may not be so great in the early period of
an aerial attack, when fresh and clean materials are available for de-
contamination in organized centres, but is likely to be accentuated in
prolonged and repeated attacks, more particularly when mustard gas
is being used in combination with high explosive and incendiary sub-
stances with consequent disorganization of the transport and essential
services.
The most likely method of projecting gas on cities is from aircraft, Method of
either by bombs or in the form of a spray. Bombs are particularly P0r^cij?s? gJ*
effective in that they contain a large proportion of filling to total weight
and do not tend to bury themselves deeply in the ground on impact.
They may be charged with persistent or non-persistent gas, but the gases
most likely to be used in this way are mustard gas, lewisite, and one or
other of the lung irritants. Tear-gases and arsenical gases are not very
harmful but they may be used. Liquid gas carried in tanks by aircraft
can be sprayed rapidly over extensive areas, but such a method of
release would be effective only against unprotected individuals in the
open. For all practical purposes, therefore, defence measures are con-

